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Population assessments of the juvenile salmonids in the Corrib system are 

being madeffi part of the overall management plan for the Galway Fisheryg 

This leaflet is the first of a series of reports which will be issued annually 

to give up-to-date information on the stocks and on the state of the 

tributaries used for spawning and nursery grounds~ Eight tributaries 

were surveyed in 1979 and in two cases an upstream and a downstream reach 

were examined. 

The mai.n rivers of the Corrib System are shown in Fig~ 1$ The catchment 

has an area of 3,300 square. km. The system can be divided into two water 

types, low alkalinity in the western part and high alkalinity waters to the 

east~ 

In preparing a fish population inventory the fish are caught, marked and 

returned to the river in one day. On the second day the population in 

the same place, now composed of marked and unmarked fish, is sampled and 

the total population estimated using the Petersen Formula~ 

MATERIALS AND ~iETHODS 

Physic~l features 

Length, average width and depth of each reach were measuredb The percentages 

or gravel~ stone, silt and mud present in each were estimated by eye; together 

with the extent of the river types~ riffle, deep flow or pool. The bank 

cover was recorded on an arbitrary absence or presence scale from 0 to 4~ 
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Fauna 

All fis~ Sp~CL85 present in each reach were counted and described as: 

Plentiful 

Frequent 

Rare 

more than 50 

10 - 49 

1 - 9 

A standard macro-invertebrate sample was taken at every reach. This 

invclved holding a pond net at arms length dow"nstream while disturbing 

the ri~er bed upstream with the feet. 

Co l1.ect ion for mark-a:nd-recaptyre 

Two team3 worked on each stretch! one in the river, electr.ofishing; the 

other on tl-J8 bank recording, measuring and tagging~ Each reach was 

fished in stretches of approximately 40 metres;; being the length of the 

elect:r.o:-fishing cablee Four buckets were placed on the bank at intervals 

dividing Lhe stretch in~o quarters~ The fish were placed in the nearest 

bucket on capture, buckets being replaced by the bank team when filled or 

when the fishi.ng team had passed on to the next one~ 

On the bank each fish was transferred by hand, to a container of the 

anesthetic MS222~ Fork length was measured to the nearest rom and a 

part of r:.he dOT.£,al fin was removed~ After this treatment the fish was 

re~uraed to the original bucket to recover. All fish were returned to 

the water as soon as they had become active. In this way fish were bandIed 

as little as possible and were returned to the water quickly and close t.o 

their home territories. After release the fish rarely moved upstream and 

so were selG,um recaptu:ced immediately~ 

The day £ol~0\.oJ~ng t·he in:~c.ial fishing and fl1dr·ki.n.g the procedure. was 

l·~~pea·:e0. i.n. each reach ~ The length of each fish captured W2..5 measured, 

and the numbers of marked and unmarked fish recorded but r.o further fin 

clipping toc~ place. 
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populatidn assessment 

The estimate of the numbers of salmonids present was made using the 

Petersen formula as discussed by Ricker : 

Where N 

N C eM + I) 

R + I 

the estimate of the numbers present 

M = the number marked on the first day 

R = the number of market fish caught on the second day 

C = the total number caught on the second day 

The results are expressed in numbers per square metre in Tables 5 and 6. 

The "Best" number per square metre is the estimated population and the 

maximum and minimum numbers per square metre are the estimated population 

plus and minus the 95% confidence intervals. Each age group was estimated 

separately. Where it was difficult to separate the age groups, scales 

were taken from fish in the overlap length groups. These scales were 

later read to determine the age groups. 

The value for "survival" is the ratio of the best estimate of population 

of an age group to that of the next lower group. 

RESULTS 

Detailed values for all the tributaries are given in the following Tables 

1. Water conductivity, alkalinity and pH. 

2. Physical features of reaches sampled. 

3~ Invertebrate collections~ 

4. Mean lengths of salmon and trout according to age groups. 

5. Salmon population estimates. 

6. Trout population estimates. 

The characteristics of each tributary and its fish population are outlined 

in the following section~ 
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The ?inking River 

The Sinking River rises in poor qU£11ity land north~~east of Dunmore~ The 

land quality improves as the river nears Dunmore and from there to its 

confluence with the Clare River at Bussetstown the surrounding land is 

fertile~ Alkalinity and pH of the river are relatively highG Population 

estimates were ca.rried out on two reaches : at Boyonagh Bridge and 4 km 

downstream of this point below Dunmore. 

The Boyonagh Bridge reach was fished on August 20 and 21. The water level 

was higher on the first daye The fishing conditions were difficult due to 

high water le.vels and thi:::; rnay explain the lack of 0+ fish~ 

The reach measured just under 4 metres in width and made a relatively good 

salmonid habitat with bed of stone and gravel with 60% deep flow and 35% 

riffle~ Trout were plentiful, eel and stone loach frequent but salmon were 

rare~ A shortage of cle.an-viater invertebrates suggested that there was 

mild pollution, possibly from intensive farming enterprises upstream~ 

Trout in the O"f group were recorded only on the second day ~ The 1+ trout 

numbers at 0.076 were amongst the highest found in the tributarieso The 

2+ numbers at 0.035 represented the only population of trout of this 

age in all the tributaries sampled~ Only two ~falman were recorded, both 

were 1+. Mean lengths of the trout were amongst the highest recorded. 

The survival of trout from 1+ to 2+ was 0.46. 

The Dunmore Castle stretch was fished on August 24th and 27th. The 

reach measured under 7m in width and made a very good salmonid habitat 

with bed of gravel and stone with 50% riffle, 45% deep flow and 5% pool~ 

Salmon, trout and stone loach were plentiful While eels were frequent. 

A large number of clean water invertebrates indicated that the water 

was of a good quality and had recovered from the tpstream pollutioTIo 

Nl1111bers of both 0+ E,nd 1-+- salmon at 1.4 and 004 respectively were the 

highest recorcied from tributaries in the eastern part of the system~ The 

mean lengths of th(~ salmon in this reach we:r:e among the highest for any 

of the tributaries~ The survival from 0+ to 1+ salmon was 27'''10 

01 
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The numbers of O-/,· t'l.out at O~2 were among the lowest recorded& There 

were not sufficient 1+ fish caught to estimate the population by the 

Petersen method~ however an efficiency factor of 0.61 was used to 

estimate the populaticn. 

T:t.~e Grange River 

This river rises in the same area as the Sinking. The land quality 

improves after the first. five miles and as it nears its confluence 

with the Clare River the sorrounding land is fertile. Alkalinity and 

pH of the water are relatively high. Population estimates were 

carried out on t\.ro reaches: at Cloondahamper and downstream of this point 

dl:. Castlemoyle. The Cloonciahamper reach was fished on August 10th and 13th~ 

Conditions for electrofishing were good on both occasions~ The reach 

measured just over 3m in width and made a very g;od juvenile salmonid 

stretch <vith bed of stone and gravel with 70% riffle and 30% deep flow. 

Trout and salmon were plentiful, stone loach frequent and pike rare$ 

Tt.ough the numbers of invertebrates recorded were low~ clean water species 

were dominant indicating water of good qualityo 

Numbe.rs of O'-.i~· ,s.;:tlmon w"ere among the highest recorded for tributaries 

in this part of the systemQ The high percentage of riffle and wid.th 

of the stre.am is the explanation for the scarcity of 1+ salmon which 

seem to move out of this section at the 0+ stagee The mean lengths of 

0+ salmon were about average~ The numbers of trout in this stretch 

were relatively high~ This was one of t.he few re.aches where sufficient 

1+ fish were caught to estimate the population. The mean lengths of 

1+ trout were the highest recorded~ The survival of trout from 0+ 

to 1+ was 15,,7%. 

The Castlemoy1e reach was fished on August 8th and 9th~ The water level 

WGiS higher on the second dayn The fishi"ng conditions were more difficult 

dUE. to high wate:c level.s which lead to fewer fish being caught on the 

second day~ This reach measured just under 6m in width and made a 

satisfactory salmonid habitat with bed of stone, gravel and silt 

with 70'% deep flow and. 30% riffle" Trout, salrnon and stone loach 

were p1.entiful~ eel frequent and pike rare" The large number of 

clean water invertebrates indicated the water was of good quality. 
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The numbers of salmon in this stretch were among the lowest recorded 

for any of the tributaries. The mean length of the 1+ group was the 

highest rec0rded for any tributary~ The survival from 0+ to 1+ was 

22%. The numb£r of trout in this reach was also very low. 

The Abbert River 

'!'!C. 

This river rises south east of Monivea~ The land quality improves 

after the firs't six miles and from here to its confluence with the 

Clare River at Anabally the surrounding land is mos~ly of good quality. 

The Abbeyknockmoy reach was fished on the 31st July and 1st August. 

Conditions were suitable on both occasions. The reach measured 7G5m 

in width and made a satisfactory salmonid habitat with bed of stone, 

gravel and silt with 70% riffle, 25% deep flow and 5% pool. Trout, 

salmon and stone loach were plentiful, eel frequent and three spined 

stickleback rare. The large numbers of clean water inverteb~ate$ 
indicated water of good quality. 

The numbers of salmon were about the common average , . .ror the rivers in this part 

of the system. The mean lengths were also about average and the 

survival from 0+", to 1+ was 21%~ No 1+ trout were caught~ It seems 

that fi~h move out of this river between 0+ and 1+ and go into the 

Clare river. 

The Dunmore (Roymonahan) River 

This river rises north of Dunmore and enters the Sinking downstream 

of Dunmore. The upper section flows through poor land while the 

lower part flows through good agricultural land6 The stretch 

electrofished 'was approximately 200m upstream of the confluence with 

the Sinki.ng River~ The Dunmore Stretch was fished on August 24th 

and 27th~ Conditions were good on both occasions. The reach measured 

approximately 4m in width and made a fair salmon habitat v,Ti-th bed of 

gravel, stone and silt with 50% riffle, 45% deep flow and 5% pool. 
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The hIgh nurilber of clean water invertebrates indicated water of good 

quality~ Salmofl J trout and stone loach "Jere plentiful while eel 

and pike ~'Je.re frequent or rare ~ 

The nurnbers oE sa Imon in this reach were the lovJ-est for rivers in 

this part of the catchmentQ The mean length of the 0+ salmon was 

the high.est .for any tributary in the system~ The survival from 0+ 

to 1·-;-- was very high at 57%~ The trout numbers \;,yere highG It was 

the. onLy :;:,'each \,;;'here sufficient 2+ trout we:re caught to estimate the 

populat:Lol1~ The me3.n lengths of trout were abo'ut average for the 

systeih~ The survival for 0+ to 1+ was 8/0 and from 1 .... \· -to 2+ was 20%~ 

The Deereen River 

This :civer is a tributary of the Abbert J rises in Horseleap Lake 

and enters the Abbert upstream of Abbeyknockmoy. The reach e1.ectrofished 

was approximately 100m upstream of the confluence iN"it.h the Abbert River9 

This :ecacn was fished on July 27th and 30th~ Conditions for electrofishing 

v:rer/:;;. good -on- both' oc.easions <> :1'he reach' me&sureci 3111 'in width and made 

a satisfactory salmonid habitat with bed of gravel~ stone and silt, 

\,,;rith 70'1", riffl(~ and 30% deep flow" Salmon and t.rout were plentiful 

and stone loach rareQ The number of clean 'Water organisms indicated 

water of high quality~ 

The numbers of salmon in this reach were low~ There were not sufficient 

numbers of 0+ salmon to estimate the population by the Petersen Method~ 

The mean lengths of trout in this reach were the 1.owest recorded for 

any river in this part of the system. 

The Owenriff River 
.---.--~-------

This river rises in tbe Snanamona Mountain are.;., and has four lakes 

along i-ts course to Lough Corrib which it ent.ers downstream of 

Ought.E.:rard 0 It flows through boggy larld for its entire CQurse_ 

The pH and alkalinity are low. A population estimate was carried 

out on a reach at Derryerglinna~ The Derryergl.inna stretch was 

fished on August 28th and 29th. Fishing conditions were good on 

both occasions~ 
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The retld"[ Ciil'()C ',]'"(";(,] .lUI;;; ove'( 8m i,n ~vidth and Inade an excellent 

salmonid ]lJbital with bed of gravel and stone with 60% deep flow 

and t}O%:d. f 1: ie" Salmon were plentiful, trout frequent and minnow 

rare. The i11xmb:,"C of: cleaT! 'w'Etter' -Lnvertebr:ates found indicated 

water of good qU~l J -d-y, 

Only .15. 0+ YOllC ~Jere c~ught on the first day and out of a total of 

12 caught O'(i 'i:.l"jf·! scc>:ind only 2 Wl,;re marked. These numbers are 

extremely 10\\/ c()n~;:i.cle.ring an EtrE';c;. of 1,.57 sq m was fishedo No 

1+ trout \'lere 

The r['umbe~(s of :::;;:-tLiT,O'ii in th:~~) :'::'2ach liJ2r2 high~ There was overlap 

of the 1+ i:1j"I(:~ )'1 Eige g~"OUPS but it v,lE\S assumed from scale reading 

that the majoci(y of tne sa].mon under 1],gO ern belonged to the 1+ 

group and ch,oSE' OVf~r 11 em belonged to the 2+ group~ This was the 

only river (,i, vJhLcfJ a s1.lbstantial number of 2+ salmon were foundG 

The lengths. of :-;':clJ.r[!ot! "dcre the second lov.,rest recorded& The survival 

of salmon from 0+ to 1+ was 11%. 

The BUilolA'en Ri\lC,; 

The Bunowen River is ~ tr~butary of the Owenriff. It rise~; near 

Knocklette(':cCl'~-'C' do-unLE;:i.n a.nd enter's the Owenriff River at RusheeneYG 

It is a spatp ~j.V("·· flowing through boggy land for its entire course. 

Alkalinity and ;:n',"e 10\JG A populat.ion estimate was carried out on 

a reach upstTeam ot r Bridge. The Glengowla Bridge reach 

was fish(?;(t on i\dgt:'~;L ,/;:nci and 231"d" Fishing co'nditions were 

difficult on the second day due to high water levels and this may 

explain few? fi~' were caught on the second day. The Glengowla 

Bridge reach measu~e(l ~ilJst over 3m in width and made a good salmonid 

stretch witi) bed of stone And gravel, with 60% deep flow~% riffle and 

5% pool. Salmon and trout were plentiful, minnow frequent and eel 

rare" 'I'he Lei" 6":;' TltWlbc:,,'tC, of c:l~,~,\'Jn 1:.lJ2t.er organisms indicate water of 

a high CjU,'~ i 1 ty.. "1':";',.'. n.(.u,;d) (:,:C:', of 0+ Z-'ll.H1CTI tIl thifli're!ach were high~ 
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Only nine 1+ salmon were caught, allan the first day. The reason 

for this may be that the majority of the salmon in this river move 

int.o the Owenriff River between 0+ and 1+. The mean length of 0+ 

salmon at 4.1 em was the lowest recorded for any river in the 

system@ The numbers of trout in this reach were low. The small 

size of the o~ trout also contributed to the low number of 

recaptures. The mean lengths of trout in this tributary were among 

the lowest recorded~ 

The Loughkip River 

This river rises south west of Moycullen in Loughkip and enters 

Lough Corrib east of Noycullen. This river flows through poor 

agricultural land for its entire course. The alkalinity and pH were 

low. The Loughill reach was fished on September 3rd and 4th. 

Conditions was ideal on both occasions. This stretch measured 

over 4m in width and made a satisfactory salmonid habitat with bed 

of s tO~je, grave 1 and 5 i It with 55% deep flow, 40% riffle and 5% 

pool. Trout were plentiful but salmon and eel were Bre~ 

Only four salmon were caught in this reach and all were 1+~ The 

number of trout in this river was the highest for any river in the 

system" The mean length of the 0+ trout was the highest for rivers 

in this part of the systemc The survival from 0+ to 1+ was 28/0 

and from 1+ to 2+ was 10%. 

The Cornamona River ---------.-----

~his river rises at Lugnabrick Mountain and enters Lough Corrib· 

east of Cornamona. It flows through poor quality land for its entire 

course, and has been recently drained. The pH is average but the 

alkalinity and conductivity are very lOWe The Crumlin stretch was 

fished on August 15th and 17th. Fishing conditions were good on 

both occasionsc This reach measured just under 7m in width and 

made an excellent salmonid habitat with bed of stone and gravel 

with 70k, riffle~ 25% deep flow and 5% pool. Salmon and trout were 

plentiful but eels were rare. The number of clean water invertebrates 

found indicated water of a good quality . 
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The numbers of salmon were exceptionally high. The lengths of the 

salmon were among the lowest recorded. The survival from 0 ... to 1+ 

was 10%. The lengths of 0+ trout at 5.11 cm was the lowest recorded 

for any river in the system~ 

DISCUSSION 

The Sinking River 

This river is a relatively productive river, but its potential is 

reduced by mild agricultural pollution in the upper reaches. It has 

a water quality biological index figure of 4 and is of satisfactory 

quality according to the Foras Forbartha report, June 1978. The 

length and survival of salmon and trout are among the highest 

recorded which make. it suitable as a salmonid nursery area. 

The Grange River 

The area surveyed at Cloondahamper appears to be the only area with 

significant numbers of salmon. Even here pike are present. Three 

other sites were surveyed in the lower section of this river and they 

revealed low numbers of both salmon and troutg This river was 

drained prior to 1960 and many areas of it are void of gravel suitable 

for spawning fish. 

The Abbert River 

This river is considered of satisfactory quality by the Foras Forbartha 

report, June 1978. There were no 1+ trout caught in the reach fished. 

A second reach downstream fished once revealed similar resultse The 

1+ trout seem to move out into the Clare riverg This river was 

recently drained and parts of it are now covered in a layer of silt and 

are overgrown with macrophytes~ 
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The Dunmore River 

This river has been recently drained and there is quite a lot of silt 

'in the pool areas. The fast growth rate and hig, survival may be explained 

by the abundance of food, which is obvious from the invertebrate sample. 

This river seems to be the trout nursery for the Sinking. 

The Deereen River 

This river is well stocked with 0+ trout. Apparently salmon do go into 

it in some years to spawn, since some 1+ salmon were caught. The poor 

g,owth rate may be explained by the poor quality of the surrounding 

terrain. 

:The Owenriff River 

lhis river is considered of satisfactory quality by the Foras Forbartha' 

'report, June 1978. Very few trout were caught. This may be explained 

'''by an impassible waterfall upstream of Oughterard. The confidence intervals 

'of the population are wide because of the size of the fish and low 

conductivity of the water. The slow growth ratemd low survival may 

be due to the poor quality of the surrounding terrain and the scarcity 

of food. 

The Bunowen River 

This river is a productive 0+ salmon river. The length of the C+ 

salmon is the lowest recorded and this may be explained by the poor 

quality of the surrounding terrain and low pH of the water. The 1+ 

salmon seem to move into the Owenrif£ River. The number of trout is 

low. This river seems to be at its maximum productivity from the 

growth rates and survivalo 
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The Loughkip River 

rhis is the most productive trout water of all the rivers surveyed in the 

system. Though the growth rate is slow the survival is about average. 

The~e are no 0+ salmon in the upper reaches but four 1+ salmon were 

caught indicating that salmon do go into the upper reaches some years. 

The Cornamona River 

This is a highly productive river of high water quality. The bed is ideal 

for salmonid spawning, but food is the limiting factor which explains the 

slow growth rate and low survival. 
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Total Conductivity 
River Da te Map ref. pH Alkalini ty Micro 

mg/l Siemens 

Grange 11.8.79 M,445.449 7.8 260 560 x 10-6 

Sinking 10.9.79 M,,500,639 7.8 192 430 x 10-6 

Loughkip 4.7.79 M,157.798 7.0 43 160 x 10-6 

i Owenriff 15.8.79 M,107,476 6.5 15 51:l x 10-6 

Bunowen 22.8.79 M,01:l4.464 6.9 18 68 x 10-6 

Co:rnamona 17.9.79 M,040.575 7.2 6 51 x 10-6 

Table 1. Chemical parameters of tributaries sampled in the Corrib System. 
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Sinking upper 5 N N 15 3 1 1 10 2 16 2 

Sinking lower 36 64 20 c: 1 2 14 10 N N 6 
/ 

Grange upper 14 12 6 4 N N 6 N N N 14 

Grange lower 18 46 10 4 3 4 14 N 2 ~ 6 

Dunmore 36 1 40 10 15 2 10 4 N N 6 

Abbert 14 67 )1 2 11 1+ 14 8 2 11 10 

Deereen 6 1 10 4 N 1 16 2 N 11 7 

Owenriff 6 N 14 .1 3 1 1 15 2 N 11 1 1 

Bunowen Hi 16 19 20 1 11 1 1 12 11 N 16 1 
-----" Loughkip 16 12 12 2 11 6 11 N 11 11 1 14 1 

Cornamona 6 11 3 11 14 1 11 N N l'J 2 

Table 2 Macro - invertebrates found in the tributaries of the Corrib sampled 



(0+) Sa lmon (1+) Salmon (0+) Trout (1+) Trout (2+) Trout 

Mean S.D. Mean S.D. 

I 
Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean 

length length length length length S.D. 
--.,----~-.----.-------

River 

Sinking 
Upper 15.91 1.33 26.19 3.15 

Sinking 
l..m.Jc r 7.76 0.63 12.77 1. 35 .8.28 0.81 

i Grd nge 

I Upper 6.7 t-+ 0.61 8.10 0.75 17.9~ 1. 87 

Icrar.ge 
l'-':-.f2r 6.60 0.6L. Il.70 0.91 7. 71 0.63 , 

I D~"~ure 7 • :·;.5 :).63 12.70 0.97 7.31. 0.77 15.01 1.94 

h.?S n.59 12.55 1.06 8.34 0.80 . ;\-,t,·:'rt 

i 
5 e 41 0.43 11. 41 0.92 6.59 0.64 14.67 2.87 IDeeucn 

. OHe r< L 1.. f f 4.30 0.52 B.60 1.04 , 
I I!uno,<Jen 4.10 0.44 5.75 i).69 11. 39 1. t 5 

I, oughlnp 5.89 11.60 t 1. 78 2.06 18.53 t. 34 
1_ 

4. ~ .:. ) rj • i...5 8.08 1 • iJ 7 5. 11 n.57 \l,\JL:i !,iIUll.{ 

I - -- ----- ----

Table J Mea II lengths of s:llmon and trout. in the Corrib tributaries 



Fork I First Second Best Numbers per m2 I 
Tributary I Age Survival ! 

I length fishing fishing estimate and 95% limi ts 
I 

I (mm) M R C N ¥,in Mean Max I Sinking upper 
.-

j 
, 

Sinking lower 5.0 - 8.9 0+ 278 52 250 1316.4 1.09 1.44 1.80 27% 
10.0 - 15.9 1+ 134 42 112 351.6 0.30 0.38 0.48 

Grange upper 5.0 - 9.9 0+ 129 40 132 418.5 0.86 1.16 1.45 
11.0 - 13.9 1+ 5 1 4 

! , 

Grange lower 5.0 -8.9 0+ 72 13 48 250.3 0.14 0.26 0.38 22</c 
10.0 - 15.9 1+ 48 26 42 76.2 0.06 0.08 0.10 

Abbert 6.0 - 8.9 0+ 94 12 So 584.6 0.36 0.70 1.05 21% 
10.0 - 16.9 1+ 36 9 34 125. tl 0.07 0.15 .23 , 

Dunmore 6.0 - 8.9 0+ 37 13 27 73·3 0.07 0.11 0.16 57'!c 
10.0 - 14.9 1+ 24 17 30 41.7 0.05 0.06 0.08 

, 
Deereen 4.0 - 6.9 0+ 19 3 32 

9.0 - 14.9 1+ 38 14 31 80.6 0.09 0.15 0.21 

Bunowen 3.0 - 5.9 0+ 168 15 157 1658.3 1 .13 2.08 3.04 
8.0 - 12.9 1+ 9 0 0 

Loughkip I 10.0 - 11.9 1+ 2 0 0 

Owenriff 2.0 - 5.9 0+ 268 21 245 2995.7 1.02 1.71 2.39 11% 
6.0 - 10.9 1+ 55 9 60 336.0 0.09 0.19 0.29 

11.0 - 14.9 2+ 10 0 9 

Cornamona 3.0 - 6.9 0+ 400 27 451 6458.9 3.31 4.73 6.43 10% 
7.0 - 11.9 1+ 120 21 125 687.7 0.31 1_ 0.50 0.69 

-!.....--.----~- - -~-_.- -- --------- - -- ---_ .. _._.-

Table 4. Length, numbers and survival of salmon. 
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Fork First Second Best numbers per m2 
Tributary length Age fishing fishi.ng estimate and 95% limi ts Survival 

-
(rom) M R C N Min 11ean Max 

Sinking upper 14.0 - 19.9 1+ 37 70 33 59.7 0.05 0.57 0.09 47% 
20.0 - 31.9 2+ 16 10 18 27.8 0.02 0.03 0.04 

Sinking lower 6.0- 10.9 0+ 53 8 25 150.0 0.07 0.16 0.26 
14.0 - 21.9 1+ 3 1 7 

Grange upper 5.0 - 9.9 0+ 82 23 63 217.8 0.40 0.60 0.80 16% 
16.0 - 21.9 1+ 24 16 24 35.3 0.07 0 .. 10 0.12 

Grnage lower 6.0 - 9.9 0+ 70 9 41 291.1 0.13 0.30 0.47 
14.0 - 21.9 1+ 3 0 2 

Abbert 6.0 - 10.9 0+ 79 13 75 428.6 0.27 0.51 0.75 

Dunmore 5.0 - 9.9 0+ 2h7 88 238 663.2 0.85 1.02 1.19 7;~6 

10.0 - 18.9 1+ 31 72 33 h5.9 0.05 0.07 0.09 hO% 
19.0 - 27.9 2+ 8 8 9 9.0 0.01 

Deereen h.O - 8.9 0+ 2hh 36 258 170.8 
I 

2.71 3.16 it $1 0 
10.0 - 19.9 1+ 21 h 13 

Bunowen 3.0 - 6.9 0+ 73 8 L>8 394.7 0.21 0.49 0.78 
9.0 - 14.0 1+ 28 2 14 I 

Loughkip 4.0 - 7.9 0+ 397 76 301 1555.8 1.06 1 .33 1 .60 27% 
8.0 - 16.9 1+ 184 76 177 h25.9 0.30 0.36 0.h3 1 CI'"f 

17.0 - 22.9 2+ 17 7 19 42.7 0.02 0.04 0.06 

Owenriff 3.0 - 5.9 0+ 15 2 12 

Cornamona 3.0 - 6.9 0+ 168 21 151 115.99 0.52 0.85 1.18 
7.0 - 12.9 1+ 13 1 17 

I 
Table 5. Length. numbers and suxvival of trout 


